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The world renowned company Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch is back in Montreal at 
last with Vollmond, a major work by the deceased German choreographer Pina Bausch, a 
legendary figure acclaimed for initiating the dance theatre movement that revolutionized 
dance and influenced generations of dance artists. 

 

 
CREDITS  

 
A piece by Pina Bausch 

Director and Choreographer Pina Bausch 

Set Design Peter Pabst 

Costume Design Marion Cito 

Musical Collaboration Matthias Burkert, Andreas Eisenschneider 

Collaboration Robert Sturm, Daphnis Kokkinos, Marion Cito 

Set Design Assistant Alexandra Corrazola 

Costume Design Assistant Jo van Norden 

Dancers Pablo Aran Gimeno, Rainer Behr, Silvia Farias Heredia, Ditta Miranda Jasjfi, 
Dominique Mercy/Scott Jennings, Nazareth Panadero, Helena Pikon, Jorge Puerta 
Armenta, Azusa Seyama, Julie Anne Stanzak, Michael Strecker, Fernando Suels Mendoza  

Music Amon Tobin, Alexander Balanescu mit dem Balanescu Quartett, Cat Power, Carl 
Craig, Jun Miyake, Leftfield, Magyar Posse, Nenad Jelić, René Aubry, Tom Waits 

Premiere May 11, 2006, Wuppertal 

Performance rights L´Arche Éditeur  

Artistic director Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch Lutz Förster  

Rehearsal Directors Daphnis Kokkinos, Robert Sturm 

Technical Director Jörg Ramershoven 

Lighting Assistants Peter Bellingshausen, Kerstin Hardt (guest) 

Sound Andreas Eisenschneider 

Stage Manager Andreas Deutz  

Stage Technicians Dietrich Röder, Martin Winterscheidt 
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Props Jan Szito 

Wardrobe Harald Boll, Silvia Franco, Andreas Maier, Ulrike Schneider 

Ballet Master Ernesta Corvino   

Osteopath Jochen Heisterbach  

General Director Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch Dirk Hesse  

Personal Assistant to Directors Sabine Hesseling 

 
ABOUT VOLLMOND 
 
Created in 2006 as a tribute to Thomas Erdos, Pina Bausch’s agent, advisor and 
confidante, Vollmond (full moon) is one of the last works by the illustrious German 
choreographer. The piece accentuates, quite simply and powerfully, the profound 
humanity of her 12 fabulous dancers-actors, of all ages and origins, as they shift between 
solitude and the desire for love, between tears and laughter, unfeeling apathy and striking 
vitality. Poignant, dizzying and amazing solos are danced on a bare proscenium. These 
alternate with encounters, games of sensual or playful seduction and comic theatre 
sketches performed amidst the sublime set design by Peter Pabst, a long-time 
collaborator. Centred round a large, lunar-like rock, Bausch’s cherished theme of water 
surges and resurges forth – bottles, glasses. basins and then a lake, where the performers 
float, swim, fight and make love under an intermittent rain that falls in a downpour or as 
a fine drizzle. Like a pagan ritual full of a lust for life and for dance, the piece conveys 
powerful images with which “Pina Bausch portrays a dream of life where reality and fairy 
tale worlds are compatible. Until death.” (Le Monde, Paris) 
 
The Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch is at long last back in Montreal after having 
presented Kontakthof at the Festival international de nouvelle danse in 1985 and Le 
sacre du printemps during the Olympic Games in 1976. 
 

 
PRESS QUOTES 
 
« Songe. Une fois encore la fluidité surréelle avec laquelle les protagonistes se relaient 
subjugue. Courses-poursuites laissant dans la seconde la place au songe. Apparitions, 
disparitions imperceptibles. Nul hiatus. Un coup de nuque, un mouvement de longue 
chevelure, une torsion indianisante des mains. Et cette façon dont parfois les danseurs se 
palpent les côtes, le front ou les maxillaires, se demandant où ils en sont et s'ils y 
sont... » (Libération, Paris)  
 
« [...] En d’autres termes, performances théâtrales et chorégraphiques se fondent pour 
former un baptême de la danse inouï, un hymne puissant à la vie. Tant d’esthétisme 
inonde le cœur. Merci, Pina. » (Lestroiscoups.com, Avignon) 
 
 “This is the kind of carnivalesque celebration that only Bausch could orchestrate, 
teetering between ecstasy and danger. Even if Vollmond doesn't venture into the darkest 
chambers of her vintage work, it unlocks doors in the imagination, to which only she had 
the keys.” (The Guardian, London) 
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PINA BAUSCH (1940-2009), THE GRANDE DAME OF WUPPERTAL  
CHOREOGRAPHER 
 
Philippina Bausch, nicknamed Pina, was born in Solingen, a small city in the Rhineland. 
Her works cast the somber yet tender gaze that, since childhood, she has had of the world 
and the human condition. As a child she hid under the tables of her father’s restaurant, 
which inspired the set design for her emblematic pieces Café Müller, Kontakthof and 
Bandonéon. A legend of 20th century choreography, she revolutionized live performance, 
becoming a leading figure in the dance theatre movement and influencing several 
generations of dance artists. The awards and distinctions she received include three 
major lifetime achievement awards. She died in 2009 at 68. 
 
Pina Bausch began her training at age 15 with the precursor of the dance theatre 
movement Kurt Jooss at the Folkwang School in Essen. At age 19 she moved to New York 
where she studied at the Juilliard School, danced for various choreographers and later 
with the Metropolitan Opera and the New American Ballet. Returning to Germany in 
1962 she became a soloist with the Folkwang Ballett and also Jooss’ assistant, eventually 
replacing him as director of the Folkwang School in 1969. That same year one of her first 
dance pieces received first prize at the Choreographic Workshops in Cologne. In 1973 
she was appointed head of the Wuppertal Ballet, which she renamed the Tanztheater 
Wuppertal. Her dance caused consternation and scandal, as she reinterpreted classics 
like Orpheus and Eurydice (1975), The Rite of Spring (1975) and Bluebeard (1977), 
introducing the concept of dance theatre starting in 1976. She ignored the critics and 
soon achieved worldwide success with works such as Café Müller (1978), establishing a 
reputation as the first choreographer with a background in modern dance to successfully 
penetrate the closed post-war German theatre scene. 
 
Pina Bausch dismantled the usual codes of dance composition, presenting puzzles of 
discontinuous narration where dance alternated with acting and where repeated actions 
lampoon coded behaviours, the game of seduction and the violence of small everyday 
gestures. Dispensing with the concepts of characters and performers, she concentrated 
on the body, on memory and the life experience of her dancers, involving them in the 
creative process and drawing on childhood recollections as she pursued themes of 
identity, desire and relations between men and women, with humour and derision as 
antidotes to solitude, melancholy and despair. With Kontakhof (1978), 1980 (1980) and 
Nelken (1982), a sort of tenderness slipped into her work. Pieces such as Viktor (1986), 
Palermo, Palermo (1989), Masurca Fogo (1998), Água (2001) and Nefés (2003) reflect 
the cultures of the foreign cities where they were created, works marked by flamboyance 
and an uncommon lightness.  
 
Pina Bausch played the role of the blind princess who is the heroine of the Fellini film 
And the Ship Sails On (1982), and also directed the film The Complaint of an 
Empress (1989). She herself was the subject of two documentaries, One Day Pina 
Asked... and Coffee with Pina. Wim Wenders paid her a magnificent posthumous tribute 
with his splendid 3D film Pina (2011), which met with great acclaim. 
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TANZTHEATER WUPPERTAL PINA BAUSCH – COMPANY 

 
Based in Wuppertal, an industrial city in Pina’s native North Rhine-Westphalia region of 
Germany, the company performs some thirty shows per year there at the Opernhaus 
Wuppertal. Since 1979 it has presented each of its new works at the Théâtre de la Ville 
in Paris. It remains one of the most in-demand troupes on the international scene.  
 
Of its repertoire of 46 pieces, 29 are still performed, including Orpheus and Eurydice and 
The Rite of Spring, which is also performed by the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris. 
Characterized by soundtracks of eclectic world music, most of her works involve 
elaborate, often spectacular stage sets (giant rocks, waterfalls, a mountain of flowers, 
fields of carnations, hedges, a boat), created since 1980 by Peter Pabst. Costumes 
typical of the Bausch aesthetic include evening gowns, business suits and flowing robes.  
 
While the Tanztheater Wuppertal has welcomed some 450 dancers from all sorts of 
backgrounds to perform ever since Pina Bausch became its artistic director in 1973, the 
highly specific nature of the work has meant that the core nucleus of dancers has 
remained the same over the years. For example, Dominique Mercy was hired in 1974 and 
is still a member of the troupe. A friend and accomplice of Pina Bausch, he was elected 
unanimously by the ensemble as co-director, together with her assistant Robert Sturm, 
after the death of the grande dame of Wuppertal. The two men handed over the role of 
artistic director in April 2013 to the dancer and choreographer Lutz Förster, a close 
collaborator of Pina Bausch and a professor at the Folkwang School in Essen. 
 

 
 
COLLABORATORS – BIOGRAPHIES 
 
 
Artistic Director 
 
Lutz Förster is a talented man. While still training at the Folkwang School in Essen, Pina 
Bausch recruited him for her 1975 Sacre du Printemps at the Tanztheater Wuppertal. 
From 1978 he became a permanent member of the ensemble and soon emerged as one 
of its most outstanding dancers and performers. Having received a grant for a visit to New 
York in 1981-82, spent mainly as a dancer with the José Limón Company, he returned to 
the city to be assistant director of the company from 1984-87. At the same time he 
retained his links to the Tanztheater Wuppertal, taking up full time work there again after 
his second period in New York. At the same time he performed in productions by Bob 
Wilson at the Hamburg State Opera (Cosmopolitan Greetings, 1987) and La Scala, Milan 
(Dr. Faustus, 1989). In 1991 he accepted a professorship at the Folkwang University, 
becoming head of dance studies and (with Pina Bausch till her death in 2009) of the 
Folkwang Tanzstudio. In 2009 he created a solo performance for himself, Lutz Förster - 
Portrait of a Dancer, a retrospective of his artistic career and thirty-four-years of 
collaboration with Pina Bausch, whose work he continues to perform to this day. Lutz 
Förster is an internationally acclaimed guest teacher for contemporary dance and became 
artistic director of the Tanztheater Wuppertal in April 2013. 
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Set design 
 
Peter Pabst is used to crossing boundaries. Since 1979 he has been a freelancing set 
and costume designer in theatre, opera, dance, film and television, and up to now has 
created stage sets and costumes for more than 100 theatre and film productions, 
including the Rock Show Dröhnland Symphony, the exhibition Spaces - Dreams at the 
Museum Bochum, the book PETER for PINA, and has taught in Beijing and Shanghai. 
His work has taken him to almost all major European cities, to America, and Asia. He has 
worked with Luc Bondy, Klaus Maria Brandauer, Udo Lindenberg, John Schaaf, Istvan 
Szabo, Jürgen Flimm, Robert Carsen, Chen Shi Zheng, Tancred Dorst, Andrei Serban and 
many others. But his main working partners have been Peter Zadek, with whom he has a 
long working relationship and personal friendship, and above all, Pina Bausch and her 
Tanztheater Wuppertal. In 1980 he designed his first set for a piece by Pina Bausch. 
This was the beginning of an exceptionally close artistic and personal relationship, a 
symbiotic collaboration that lasted until the death of the great choreographer in 2009. 
During these years, Peter Pabst designed and realised 25 "play-rooms" for Pina Bausch, 
including Vollmond (Full Moon). Peter Pabst has been awarded the Kainz Medal of the 
City of Vienna and has been appointed Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres in France. 
 
 
Costume design 
 
Marion Cito was born in Berlin and completed her dance training in her hometown under 
Tatjana Gsovsky, who subsequently employed her at the Deutsche Oper Berlin. From 
1972 she worked with Gerhard Bohner in Darmstadt, before Pina Bausch took her on in 
1976 as her assistant at the Tanztheater Wuppertal, where she also appeared as a 
dancer. Following the death of the set and costume designer, Rolf Borzik in 1980, she 
took over costumes, extending and developing Borzik’s aesthetic approach. She 
persistently explores the delicate balance between elegance and the everyday and ensures 
that the company’s appearance remains colourful and sensuously rich. 
 
 
Costume Design until 1980 
 

Rolf Borzik was born 1944 in Posnań and died in 1980 in Essen. He studied design at 
the Folkwang School in Essen where he first met dancer and choreographer Pina Bausch. 
From 1973 until his untimely death he designed sets and costumes for the Tanztheater 
Wuppertal and had a decisive influence on its look. The spaces and clothes Borzik 
created were unusual; poetic yet closely related to the everyday. He continually played 
with natural elements (water, earth), and his costumes seemed lifted from daily life yet 
also elegant and opulent. His work opened up a whole new insight into dancing spaces 
and clothing, remaining influential for years after his death.  
 
 
Musical Collaboration 
 
Matthias Burkert was born in Duisburg in 1953, and studied piano, trumpet and singing 
at the Wuppertal college of the Cologne music academy. Having completed his studies, in 
1978 he took up a position teaching piano there. From 1976 he was musical director of 
Wuppertal’s children’s theatre. He soon became exposed to the work of Pina Bausch and 
was deeply moved. His greatest passion was improvisation and he had an extensive 
knowledge of music. In 1979 she engaged him to work at the Tanztheater Wuppertal. 
Through intensive collaboration with Pina Bausch, Burkert had a decisive influence on 
the musical aspect of the performances, but also appeared on stage in some pieces. 
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Since 1995 he has held joint responsibility for music at the Tanztheater Wuppertal with 
Andreas Eisenschneider. 
 
Andreas Eisenschneider was born in Lüneburg in 1962 and grew up in Celle, where he 
trained as a sound technician at the town’s theatre after finishing school. He worked on 
numerous productions up until 1988, eventually landing in Essen where he worked with 
directors such as Hansgünter Heyme and Jürgen Bosse. The composer Alfons Nowacki 
became his most important mentor, taking him to theatres throughout Germany and the 
world. He had a wide knowledge of music and was easily able to gage the musical 
requirements of each production. In 1995 Pina Bausch engaged him at the Tanztheater 
Wuppertal where, together with Matthias Burkert, he manages every aspect of music, 
from research for new productions to sound engineering at performances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This press kit consists of material provided by the company 
and by research conducted by the Danse Danse team. 


